APPENDIX 6

MEMBERS OF PLAN DRAFT AND REVIEW COMMITTEES

1982 Draft Committee:
R. Brantley Cagle, Chair (McNeese State University), Blanche Cretini (Louisiana State Library), Stephen Henson (Louisiana Tech University), Margaret Lane (Louisiana Recorder of Documents), Pete Lastrapes, (Tulane University Law Library), Dorothy McConnell (Louisiana Office of Public Works), Katherine Nachod (New Orleans Public Library), and Roberta Scull (Louisiana State University).

1989 Review Committee:
Unknown.

1995 Review Committee:
Charlene Cain, Chair (LSU Law Library), Grace Moore (State Library of Louisiana), and Lori Smith (Southeastern Louisiana University).

2000 Review Committee:
Stephen Henson, Chair (Louisiana Tech University), Stacey Hathaway-Bell (State Library of Louisiana), Cinderella Hayes (LSU-Eunice), Lori Smith (Southeastern Louisiana University), and Cindi Wolff (LSU-Baton Rouge).

2006 Review Committee:
Lori Smith, Chair (Southeastern Louisiana University), Donna Vavrek (Louisiana Tech University), and Howard L. Coy Jr. (Vernon Parish Public Library).

2007 The Advisory Council approved regional librarian name changes and deleted the statement about posting discards to the LSU Needs & Offers List.

2009 Appendix 5 Review Committee:
Lori Smith, Chair (Southeastern Louisiana University), Howard L. Coy Jr. (Vernon Parish Public Library), Sandra Himel (University of Louisiana at Lafayette), Doris Hutson (Louisiana State University), and Gail Kwak (Northwestern State University of Louisiana).

2014 Appendix 3 Review Committee:
Melanie Sims, Chair (LSU Law Library), Georgia Chadwick (Law Library of Louisiana), Sandy Himel (University of Louisiana at Lafayette), and Michele Pope (Loyola University Law Library).

2015 Review Committee:
Melanie Sims, Chair (LSU Law Library), Stephanie Braunstein (Louisiana State University), Abigail DeSoto (Louisiana Tech University), Sandra Himel (University of Louisiana at Lafayette), and Michele Pope (Loyola University Law Library).